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ANGELMAN  SYNDROME  ASSOCIATION 

www.angelmansyndrome.org 

Newsletter                  Charity No. CFN13843                    ABN 42 169 355 488             No. 71—October 2015 

National Committee Report 

The Annual General Meeting of the Associ-

ation will be held on October 31 2015 fol-

lowing the NSW Seminar Day. (See page 2 

for details about the Seminar Day). 

 Please consider nominating for positions on 

the committee which include President, 

Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, 

State Representatives as well as five com-

mittee positions. Nominations close Octo-

ber 17, 2015. 

 

News from WA  

 
Thanks to a “Live It Forward Together’ 

grant from Connect Groups and benevolent 

pricing by web designer ‘Creative Canary’, 

the Angelman Syndrome Association of WA 

is overjoyed to launch our new, ‘mobile-

friendly’,  ‘Google-search-friendly’ website. 

 

Please visit us at 

angelmanwa.com.au 

 

Leticia Grant. 

 

WA held a seminar day in September. The 

morning focused on NDIS planning and goal 

setting, and in the afternoon about being 

prepared when our family member presents 

to emergency. Coming up, we have a Week-

end Away for Mums, a Dads Brewery Tour, 

and Lachy’s Ride held annually to commemo-

rate Lachlan Jones and AS awareness. This 

year, we will be travelling in ‘classic cars’ to 

our destination for a picnic lunch. 

 

 

Liz Stanley, in Leticia’s absence.  

Angelman Syndrome Association 

Inc. 

Established to support, inform, educate, 

network, foster research and advocate for 

families affected by Angelman syndrome 
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Angelman Syndrome 
2015 Sydney Seminar 
Angelman Syndrome Association (NSW) 

Saturday  –  OCTOBER 31,2015 
                                    Crowne Plaza  CoogeeBeach, Sydney 

 

Program:                                      Online Registration: 
                                                                                          http://bit.ly/sydneyasseminar 

8:30    Registration & Coffee 
9.00    Introduction/Welcome 
 

Session 1 
9:10     NDIS Update & Overview                                
9:55     Surviving the NDIS –Parent Perspective 
10:35   NDIS Q&A 
10:40   Morning Tea - provided 

 

Session 2 
11:00    Occupational Therapy Interventions 
11:20    Positive Behaviour Support 
11:50    Q&A–Ask the Panel AS Questions 
12:15    Lunch - provided 
 

Session 3 
1:00     Communication to Participate Workshop   
2:30     Afternoon Tea - provided 
 

Session 4 
2:45      Communication Workshop (cont.) 
4:15      Summary and Close of Seminar 

4:30      National AS Association AGM 
5:00      Close 
 

Other Details: 
      Free event for AS families 
      Lunch included 
       No Childcare available 

Venue: 
        Crowne Plaza, Coogee Beach 
 
 

Speakers: 
 
Tatiana Salazar–Carers NSW 
 Tatiana is an Education and training officer at Carers NSW. She                   
 has been working with Carers NSW since early 2014 to develop   
 and deliver education and training packages and resources. 
 

 Keith Bradley and Kerry O’Kane 
 Keith and Kerry are parents of Callum aged 24 who has  
 Angelman Syndrome, and share their experiences with the NDIS 
 trial in the ACT. Keith and Kerry are founding members of the 
 Angelman Syndrome Association from1993. 
 

 Mandy Young – School Therapy Team & DAS 
 Mandy is an Occupational Therapist who currently works with 
 The School Therapy Team and Developmental Assessment 
 Services. 
 

 Catherine Mulcahy – Disability Educator 
 Catherine has over 30years experience in the disability sector. 
 

  Lilly Wicks and Kate Martin – Lifestart 
  Lilly is the Professional Services Manager at Lifestart. Both Lilly 
  and Kate are Speech Pathologists who have worked in the  
  disability sector for many years. Lilly has particular interest 
  working with families who have children and young people with 
  complex communication needs, and has supported families to 
  implement a range of AAC systems including Proloquo2go,PECs, 
  PODD and Key Word Sign. Kate has a special interest in early 
  intervention and disability, with a passion for working  
  collaboratively with families. Kate has experience supporting the 
  communication needs of with children and young people living 
  With a range of diagnosed disabilities (e.g.Down syndrome, 
  Autism, Angelman Syndrome). 
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2nd Australian Angelman Syndrome Symposium & Neurology Workshop 

Friday 2 October 2015 

 
Families from across Australia gathered in Brisbane at Rydges Southbank to hear all the 

latest on Australian and international research into Angelman Syndrome. The weekend 

marked the fifth anniversary of FAST Australia. 

 

Hosted by FAST Scientific Advisory Board member Dr Randal Moldrich, the day was invalu-

able for those who attended and it also provided  direction for the Foundation moving into 

the next year.  An inspirational movie clip of Australian families with Angelman Syndrome 

was shown.  It is part of a wider project on raising awareness of AS.  It can be viewed 

here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPjg8uGVGbg&feature=youtu.be   

 

Professor Joel Mackay from University of Sydney, together with Post-Doctoral researcher 

Ingrid MacIndoe are the first Australian recipients of FAST research funding, granted 

earlier this year.  They introduced their current research - RNA binding motifs as thera-
peutic targets for Angelman Syndrome. FAST United States researcher Professor David 

Segal, who spent six months sabbatical  at the University of Sydney earlier this year, is a 

co-mentor on the project.  Joel gave an account of his research project investigating the 

mechanism by which the paternal UBE3A gene is blocked from expression, reverse tran-

script antisense RNA.  The research project is in its infancy and has not generated any da-

ta at this stage, however FAST Australia are proud to fund this exciting investigation and 

hear about work at the University of Sydney which could provide pathways for potential 

therapeutics. 

 

Australian researcher Mark Williams will be embarking on his PhD project involving gener-

ating Angelman Syndrome pluripotent stem cells. Mark is aiming to improve the diagnosis 

procedure for children who are suspected to have UBE3A mutations.  Mark’s work will gen-

erate models that can both assist in drug screening for potential therapeutics and achiev-

ing accurate and timely diagnosis for families. After attending the inaugural FAST Sympo-

sium in Melbourne in 2013, Mark decided to target his research aspirations towards Angel-

man Syndrome. 

 

In an exciting and important initiative for the AS community, we are pleased to announce 

that an Angelman Syndrome Patient Registry is almost ready for launch.  Dr Hon-

ey Heussler presented a summary on the registry.  The information collected forms a pow-

erful tool for pharmaceutical companies to initiate and run clinical trials for the syndrome 

as well as providing a wealth of information for potential research. Caregivers will soon be 

invited to enter information that will be hosted in a medical grade registry to assist in fur-

ther understanding and research into the Syndrome.  

                                                                                                             Continued over 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPjg8uGVGbg&feature=youtu.be
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United States researchers then presented on the US efforts towards a therapeutic. Asso-

ciate Professor Scott Dindot discussed his new research in animal models, including a grant 

co-funded by FAST Australia to create a Pig model for Angelman Syndrome. Associate Pro-

fessor Anne Anderson discussed her research on potential therapies for seizures 

and generating animal models that accurately reflect Angelman Syndrome. 

 

Professor Edwin Weeber summarised potential therapies, including a handful of drug trials 

potentially arriving in 2016. Professor Weeber illustrated the five pathways to a  therapeu-

tic for Angelman Syndrome. Increased interest from drug companies looking for potential 

patient populations has yielded some compounds for improving symptoms with AS.  This 

highlights the need for the Angelman Registry and we look forward to further develop-

ments in the coming year.   

 

The afternoon session comprised a very informative presentation on seizure types and di-

agnostic criteria presented by our guest speaker,  Professor Ingrid Scheffer.   We 

were  extremely lucky to secure Ingrid to speak, as she is a highly- sought public speaker 

and expert in the field of neurology. Ingrid highlighted that many people with AS have 

such complex seizure types and how combinations of anti-epileptic drugs are often the re-

ality for our children. Some of the names for seizures have been reviewed and are available 

at the epilepsy diagnosis web site www.epilepsydiagnosis.org which is a useful resource.   

 

Parents were given the opportunity to ask questions of both Ingrid and Anne in the after-

noon in a Q&A session, giving them an opportunity to ask two experts in the field with 

a wealth of experience of seizures in Angelman Syndrome. 

 

After a full day of science, attendees enjoyed a fun cocktail function where parents and 

researchers chatted well into the evening.  

 

The day also provided a valuable opportunity for the board to meet with a group of profes-

sionals with a wealth of experience to identify pathways forward for the Foundation. 

The following day the board came together to workshop and plan for our 2015/2016 goals. 

We are excited about the future and that we have such an unbelievable community on 

this journey. 

  

The day was made possible with the support of the ICAP Charity Day and the team in the 

Sydney ICAP office.  

Dr Randal Moldrich and  

and Associate Professor  

Scott Dindot 

http://www.epilepsydiagnosis.org/
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Professor Joel Mackay and Chloe 

Simons FAST Board member. 
Professor Ingrid Scheffer AO FAA 

FAHMS. 

From left to right— 

Dr Randal Moldrich,  Assoc. Prof Honey Heussler,  Chloe Simons, Mark Williams,  

Prof. Joel Mackay, Dr Ingrid MacIndoe,  Prof. Edwin Weeber,  FAST Chairperson 

Meagan Cross, Assoc. Prof. Scott Dindot and Assoc. Prof. Anne Anderson. 

Thanks to Meagan Cross and Chloe Simons for contributing this article. 
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NEWS! NEWS! NEWS! NEWS! 26-9-15     

From the latest Every Australian Counts newsletter. For more details go to: 

www.everyaustraliancounts.com.au 

 

 

 

 

The NSW and Victorian Governments have just released their NDIS 

roll out plans. 

In one of the first acts of Malcolm Turnbull as Prime Minister, he stood with the 

Premiers from NSW and Victoria in Canberra to sign the bilateral agreements that will 

make the NDIS a reality for thousands of people with disability in NSW and Victoria. 

This is a significant milestone on the road to the full roll out of the NDIS across 

Australia. 

It allows almost 60% of future NDIS participants the certainty of knowing when the NDIS 

is coming to them. 

The Queensland Government has announced the National Disability 

Insurance Scheme will be available in North Queensland from early 

2016 – six months ahead of the full roll out.  

It means that people with disability aged under 18 in Townsville and Charters Towers and 

all eligible people with disability on Palm Island will be the first in Queensland to access the 

NDIS. 

Around 1600 people are expected to be eligible for the NDIS in the early transition sites, 

with up to 600 of these people expected to receive their funded packages before 1 July 

next year. 

Queensland’s Premier Annastacia Paluszczuk said this announcement means 1600 North 

Queenslanders with disability will start seeing the full benefits of the NDIS before the 

full Queensland roll out begins next July. 

It is also a clear sign of the commitment the Queensland Government has to rolling out the 

NDIS to all eligible Queenslanders with disability. 
 

http://www.ndis.gov.au/sites/default/files/files/Qld-early-transition-FAQ.PDF
http://www.ndis.gov.au/sites/default/files/files/Qld-early-transition-FAQ.PDF
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The Autumn 2015 issue of this magazine 

has an article about International Angelman 

syndrome day on page 31.  You can download 

the magazine for free. 

 

Go to:  http://www.sourcekids.com.au/ 

for an interesting article about a proposed 

‘All-abilities indoor play centre’.  

 

On the same topic of play, you might like to 

visit a play equipment site included in the 

latest Source kids publication I received by 

email in September. 

http://

www.specialneedsplayequipment.com.au/ 

  

   

 

 

 

 

 
A useful link! Newer parents may not know 

of this fantastic Education Seminar  by 

Erin Sheldon and Mary-Louise Bertram.  

 

The sessions describe and explain a deeper 
knowledge and understanding about the 
learning abilities and sensory processing, of 
persons with Angelman Syndrome.  
 
 It was presented at the FAST Global Sum-

mit in Chicago 2012. The link below is from  

New Zealand’s Angelman Network.  

 
https://

angelmannetwork.wordpress.com/

inclusion/education-and-

communication/ 

 

Payments to Treasurer  

PO Box 554 SUTHERLAND NSW 

2232  

Newsletter articles to  

sallyshackcloth@live.com.au  

Deadline for next issue: Early 

January 2016. 

Newsletter by email  

If you would like your newsletter emailed 

(PDF format) to you instead of being post-

ed send a note to Kevin Kennedy at kev-

in.kennedy@angelmansyndrome.org    re-

questing that your future newsletters be 

emailed to you. This is not only cheaper for 

the association but faster for our current 

Treasurer who volunteers his time while, 

like us all, juggling work, family and life 

with an angel. 
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Our NDIS Experiences  
by Sally Shackcloth. 

  
Hannah is one of the ‘lucky’ ones in Tasmania as she just qualified (age-wise)  to be part of 

the trial group of 15-24 year olds, becoming an NDIS participant from  December 2013. I 

attended an information evening and we were given a Planning Kit which included the book-

let - My pathway, my choices, my goals. This provided concise information about how the 

individual plan is developed, what you need to consider, when do new supports start? etc.  

The important form is the “Participant statement of goals and aspirations” and this is 

used as the basis for the planning meeting. Our first planning meeting was held in January 

2014. The participant statement is divided into: 

My goals and aspirations – Think about the things you most want to change or achieve in 
your life in the next few years. (One of Hannah’s goals was to maintain her physical health 

and mobility). 

My objectives – What are the specific things you would like to change or achieve during 
the next year? These could be about how you get support, where you live, your social activi-
ties, your education or employment or other things that will help you achieve your life goals. 
These could be a first step towards achieving a bigger goal. (One of Hannah’s objectives 

here was funding to ensure her swimming program at Day Support continues). 

My life now – Describe your current living arrangements 
                       Describe your regular activities 
                       Family, friends and other important people in your life 
                       What is working well in your life now? 
                       What is not working so well? 
                       Your current supports 
 
As you will gather from this,  the focus is on the person with a disability. He or she is at 

the centre, not the support workers, organisations involved in day support or accommoda-

tion, therapy providers etc. The person with a disability has choice and control over how, 

when and where he receives support. In our case, we as Hannah’s parents made the deci-

sions about her support plan but of course many of the participants are able to make all 

their own decisions and contribute to varying degrees.  In that way the requirements of 

the new scheme,  although fantastic in philosophy did add a level of stress in that we again 

(as parents) have to take full responsibility for making these decisions for Hannah and be-

ing her advocate.  Her day support organisations and accommodation providers are not in-

volved in setting up the plan. However, of course, all the people involved in the participant’s 

life may provide great ideas to assist the parents.  Organisations and registered providers 

are only able to access their relevant sections of Hannah’s plan,  not the entire document. 

There is the option of Case Management which we will probably use later in our lives and 

the funding for that would have to be included in the support plan.  We did use Local Area 

Co-ordination to assist with implementing her plan.  In 2014 that involved helping us select 

a suitably qualified Occupational Therapist.  
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Things that have happened in Hannah’s life since becoming a NDIS Partic-

ipant 
 

1. The O.T. had funding to assess Hannah’s house in terms of her safety and care needs. 

Her best idea ever (which had not occurred to anyone else!) was that her current  bed 

was not suitable. Hannah had had some falls from bed and the bed was used for dress-

ing her. The O.T. recommended an electric hi-low bed so that she can sleep near the 

floor in case she rolls out. For dressing,  the bed is raised up so the support workers 

are not having to bend. 

2. We are currently trialling some dining chair options as she has been quite unsafe on 

some lighter chairs. 

3. We have had Physiotherapy assessments done recently with the aim of providing support 

staff with suggestions and ideas for her swimming program, measurement of her range 

of movement, review of scoliosis etc, stretches performed with the assistance support 

workers and weighted back-packs for walking to maintain her strength. 

4. The provision of an Easystand standing frame so that she can stand safely. (See last 

newsletter for a photo.) 

 

All in all, despite a few teething issues which caused a few delays, the whole NDIS experi-

ence has been very positive. We have been quite conservative initially but now I find myself 

thinking about ideas for Hannah in preparation for the next planning meeting.  One is per-

haps an individualised day for Hannah rather than five days/week in a group setting. 

 

One piece of advice I can give is that parents need to be prepared ahead of the plan-

ning meeting. That meeting time is very precious and provides you with a great opportunity.  

Parents also need to think big and have an open mind in considering how the life of their 

child or adult with AS can be improved. We need to keep connected to people who work 

with  our child or adult so that we are informed about what is happening day to day. This in 

itself can be complicated with many people involved. We also need to connect with other 

parents and participants who may share their own great ideas.   

 

                                                                                                                 Sally Shackcloth. 

Disclaimer 

The views expressed in this newsletter and any enclosures 

are not necessarily those of the Angelman Syndrome  

Association. Information is presented in the interest of 

providing a range of alternatives. Inclusion in this newslet-

ter does not imply endorsement by the Angelman Syndrome 

Association. 
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News from Angelman Today, a digital magazine which has recently celebrated 

its 2nd anniversary. 

 

www.angelmantoday.com 

 

 
From the May-June 2015  edition, you can find out about the Canadian conference to be 

held from July 13-16,2016 in Edmonton 2016. There is also some interesting news from 

New Zealand on page 9 about International AS Day plus details of new research. 

 

The July-August 2015 edition includes articles from the Angelman Syndrome Foundation 

relating to Dr Harry Angelman’ (page 16-18) plus an inspiring quote (on page 23)  from Jean 

Vanier. Jean Vanier was described by Quebec’s Charles de Broin,  as .......a man who not only 
understands intellectual disabilities but did something about it for all his life... See below. 

 

The September-October 2015 edition is available now. 

 

“To be human is to bring the head and the heart together. Individuals with severe intellec-
tual disability have the extraordinary capacity to enter into relationships, to trust, and to 
love, and that is maybe the great secret of the human being. 
 
It is love that will unify the human family. We need to learn to love each other, not just to 
have a good head where we’re proving that we’re better than others. People don’t realize 
that the secret of being human is the capacity to understand but more than that, it is the 
capacity to love” 
                                                                                  Jean Vanier, Founder of L’Arche. 

                                                         www.larche.org 


